Novel TSC1 and TSC2 mutations in Japanese patients with tuberous sclerosis complex.
Tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC) is a neurocutaneous syndrome characterized by development of unusual tumor-like growths. Involvement of the brain is associated with the most problematic clinical manifestations of TSC, including intellectual retardation, epilepsy and abnormal behaviors. Until now, over 300 mutations of TSC1 and TSC2 were reported. Here, we report one novel mutation of TSC1 (Q897X) and five novel mutations of TSC2 (c.336+1 G>A, L345R, E700K, R905G, K914K) identified in Japanese patients with TSC. We also identified three new polymorphisms in TSC2 (N331N, A431A, S802G). The TSC1 mutation was predicted to cause a nonsense substitution whereas all of the five TSC2 mutations were predicted to cause either a splicing error or a missense substitution. In accordance with previous findings, the patients with TSC1 mutations had milder clinical manifestations than those with TSC2 mutations.